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General Instructions :
The question paper is divided into three sections.
Section A : Reading 20 marks 
Section B : Writing and Grammar 25 marks 
Section C : Literature 25 marks 

 SECTION A : READING (20 marks)

1.  Read the following passage carefully :  8

  As civilization proceeds in the direction of technology, it passes the point of supplying all the basic essentials of 
life-food, shelter, clothes and warmth. Then we are faced with a choice between using technology to provide and 
fulfil needs which have hitherto been regarded as unnecessary or, on the other hand, using technology to reduce 
the number of hours of work which a man must do in order to earn a given standard of living. In other words, 
we either raise our standard of living above that necessary for comfort and happiness or we leave it at this level 
and work shorter hours. I shall take it as axiomatic that mankind has, by that time, chosen the latter alternative.  
Men will be working shorter and shorter hours in their paid employment. It follows that the housewife will also 
expect to be able to have more leisure in her life without lowering her standard of living. It also follows that 
human domestic servants will have completely ceased to exist.  Yet the great majority of the housewives will wish 
to be relieved completely from the routine operations of the home such as scrubbing the floors or the bath or the 
cooker, or washing the clothes or washing up, or dusting or sweeping, or making beds.

  By far the most logical step to relieve the housewife of routine is to provide a robot slave which can be trained 
to the requirements of a particular home and can be programmed to carry out half a dozen or more standard 
operations (for example, scrubbing, sweeping and dusting, washing up, laying tables, making beds), when so 
switched by the housewife.  It will be a machine having no more emotions than a  car, but having a memory for 
instructions and a limited degree of instructed or built in adaptability according to the positions in which it finds 
various types of objects. It will operate other more specialized machines, for example, the vacuum cleaner or 
clothes washing machine.

  On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions briefly.

 1. What is the first basic use of technology ?

 2. How will women benefit from technology ?

 3. When will domestic servants disappear ?

 4. What are the advantages of using robots ?

 5. How do robots work ?

 6. What is the added function of a robot ?

 7.  Who would you choose between a domestic servant and robot slave ?

 8.  What are your views, regarding technology and leisure in our life ?

2.  Read the following passage carefully :  12

  The Sahara sets a standard for dry land.  It’s the world’s largest desert.  Relative humidity can drop into the low 
single digits.  There are places where it rains only about once a century.  There are people who reach the end of 
their lives without even seeing water come from the sky.
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  Yet beneath the Sahara are vast aquifers of fresh water, enough liquid to fill a small sea.  It is fossil water, a treasure 
laid down in prehistoric times, some of it possibly a million years old.  Just 6,000 years ago, the Sahara was a much 
different place.  It was green.  Prehistoric rock art in the Sahara shows something surprising: hippopotamuses, 
which need year round water.  

  “We don’t have much evidence of a tropical paradise out there, but we had something perfectly liveable,” says 
Jennifer Smith, a geologist at Washington University in St Louis.  

  At times when the Northern hemisphere tilts sharply towards the sun and the planet makes its closest approach, 
the increased blast of sunlight during the north’s summer months can cause the African monsoon (which 
currently occurs between the Equator and roughly 178 N latitude) to shift to the north as it did 10,000 years ago, 
inundating North Africa. 

  Around 5,000 years ago the monsoon shifted dramatically southward again.  The prehistoric inhabitants of the 
Sahara discovered that their relatively green surroundings were undergoing something worse than a drought 
(and perhaps they migrated towards the Nile Valley, where Egyptian culture began to flourish at around the same 
time). 

   As the land dried out and vegetation decreased, the soil lost its ability to hold water when it did rain.  Fewer 
clouds formed from evaporation.  When it rained, the water washed away and evaporated quickly.  There was a 
kind of runaway drying effect.  By 4,000 years ago the Sahara had become what it is today.  

  No one knows how human-driven climate change may alter the Sahara in the future.  It’s something scientists can 
ponder while sipping bottled fossil water pumped from underground. 

   “It’s the best water in Egypt,” Giegengack said-clean, refreshing mineral water.  If you want to drink something 
good, try the ancient buried treasure of the Sahara. 

  Answer the following questions :  2 × 4

 1. What is unbelievable about some places in the Sahara ?

 2. What does the presence of hippopotamuses in Sahara tell us about this region ?

 3. How was North Africa.

 4. Can Sahara ever change ?

 Answer the following questions by choosing the most appropriate option. 1 × 4

 5. Remains of plants and animals turned into rock are called :

  (a) stone (b) gems

  (c) anthracite (d) fossils

 6. Scientists who study the layer of the earth are called __________.

  (a) geologists (b) physists

  (c) astronomers (d) ornithologists

 7. The verb form of 'evaporation' is :

  (a) evaporate (b) evaporating

  (c) evaporable (d) evaporeon

 8. The noun form of 'discovered' is :

  (a) discovery (b) finding

  (c) found (d) discovering

 SECTION B : WRITING AND GRAMMAR (25 marks)

3.  Using ideas from the unit on ‘Environment’, you decide to write an article on the topic ‘Plastic bags should be 
banned.’ Write the article in about 100-120 words for a newspaper. 5

4.  Using the hints given below develop a story in about 150-200 words :

  Wind chimes truly lure me.  The soft soothing melody actually transports me to a world of peace and happiness.  
But after that occasion an open terrace and wind chimes signified evil.  It reminded me........... 10
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5.  Read the following passage.  Fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate options from the ones given 
below.  Write the answers in your answer sheet against the correct blank numbers.  Do not copy the whole 
passage.  3

  Education is defined as (a) __________ ability of a person to read (b) __________ write.  But sadly, millions of 
children are (c) __________ uneducated in India.

 (a) (i) the (ii) an

  (iii) some (iv) any

 (b) (i) and (ii) but 

  (iii) as (iv) while

 (c) (i) aren’t (ii) are 

  (iii) our (iv) were

6.  The following paragraph has not been edited. One word has been omitted in each line. Write the omitted word 
along with the word that comes before and the word which comes after against the blank number. 4

   Before   Word After

  The United Nations educating students       (a) __________ _____

  on proceedings happen inside its chambers (b) __________ _____

  They launching a new guide model (c) __________ _____

  of the UN all over world.   (d) __________ _____

7.  Read the conversation given below and complete the passage that follows : 3

  Grandma : Did your mother send these sweets ?

  Roopa : No, they are my share.

  Grandma : I am still hungry. Fetch more sweets from your mother.

  Grandma asked Roopa (a) __________. Roopa answered in the negative saying (b) __________. Grandma then 
said that she was still hungry and asked Roopa (c) __________.

 SECTION C : LITERATURE (25 marks)

  Read one of the extracts given below and answer the questions that follow : 3

8.  Well, at least he had gathered some useful information. It wouldn’t have done for him to say he didn’t know if his wife had 
asked in whose film he had acted and with which actor.

 (a) Who is ‘he’ and from where has he gathered information ?

 (b) In whose film had ‘he’ acted ?

 (c) What does ‘It wouldn’t have done for him’ mean ?

Or

  It will inflame you, it will make you mad :

  ‘Tis good  you know not that you are his heirs ;

  For, if you should, O, What would come of it !

 (i) Who is the speaker and who is he talking to ?

 (ii) What is ‘it’ and why will it make the listeners ‘mad’ ?

 (iii) What does ‘inflame’ mean ?

9. Answer the following questions in about 30-40 words each.

 (i)  What is the purpose of Antony's speech ? Does he succeed in his mission ? 2

 (ii) How did Michael help Sebastian regain consciousness ? 2

 (iii) Describe the land that the traveller mentions in the poem, 'Ozymandias'.  2

 (iv) How does Antony show that he understood the people better than Brutus did ? 2
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  Answer one of the following questions in about 80-100 words :

10.  “ A play involves the work of many and it is the combined efforts of many that make a success of the play.” Based 
on this statement of Gogon Pakrashi and your personal observation, write an article in 80-100 words for your 
school magazine on “The Importance of Teamwork in Theatre”.

Or

  ‘Not that I loved Caesar less, but I loved Rome more.’  4

  Brutus says this as he justifies to the Romans as to why Caesar was assassinated.  Do you agree with Brutus ? 
Justify your answer in 80-100 words by giving examples from the play. What values does Brutus display as he says 
this line to the Romans ?

  Answer one of the following questions in about 150-200 words :

11.  What does Anne call herself in her last diary entry which she wrote on Aug l, 1944 ? Why does she say so ? 10

Or

  Write a character sketch of Mrs. Frank, Anne’s mother. 10

Or

  How did Helen overcome her helplessness ? Explain. 10

Or

  Write a character sketch of Mrs. Hutton.  10
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General Instructions :

(i) The Question paper is divided into four sections :

       Section A – Reading                                                                                                                              15 marks                                     

       Section B – Writing                                                                                                                               20 marks

       Section C – Grammar                                                                                                                           15 marks

       Section D – Literature + Value Based Question (25+5) = 30 marks

(ii) All questions are compulsory.

(iii) You may attempt any section at a time.

(iv)  All questions of that particular section must be attempted in the correct order.

     

SECTION A – READING   

1. Read the passage given below :  8

        The Perfect Dog 

  1. In the summer of 1967, when I was 10 years old, my father cavedin to my persistent 

  pleas and took me to get my own dog. Together we drove in the family station wagon 

  far into the Michigan countryside to a farm run by a rough-hewn woman and her  

  ancient mother. The farm produced just one commodity–dogs. Dogs of every imaginable 

  size and shape and age and temperament. They had only two things in common : each 

  was a mongrel of unknown and distinet ancestry, and each was free to a good home. 

  2. I quickly decided the older dogs were somebody else’s charity case. I immediately raced 

  to the puppy cage. “You want to pick one that’s not timid.“ my father coached. “Try 

  rattling the cage and see which ones are’t afraid.”

 3. I grabbed the chain-link gate and yanked on it with a loud clang. The dozen or so 

  puppies reeled backward, collapsing on top of one another in a squiggling heap of fur. 

  Just one remained. He was gold with a white blaze on his chest, and he charged at the 
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  gate, yapping fearlessly. He jumped up and excitedly licked my fingers through the 

  fencing. It was love at first sight.

 4. I brought him home in a cardboard box and named him Shaun. He was one of those dogs that 

  gives dogs a good name. He effortlessly mastered every command I taught him and 

  was naturally well behaved. I could drop a crust on the floor and he would not touch it 

  until I gave the okay.

 5. Relatives would visit for the weekend and returned home determined to buy a dog of 

  their own, so impressed were they with Shaun–or “Saint Shaun,” as I came to call him. 

  Born with the course of an uncertain lineage, he was one of the tens of thousands of  

  unwanted dogs in America. Yet by some stroke of almost providential good fortune, 

  he became wanted. He came into my life and I into his–and  in the process, he gave me 

  the childhood every kid deserves.

 6. The love affair lasted fourteen years, and by the time he died I was no longer the little 

  boy who had brought him along on that summer day. I was a man, out of college and 

  working across the state in my first real job. Saint Shaun had stayed behind when I 

  moved on. It was where he belonged. My parents, by then retired, called to break the 

  news to me. My mother would later tell me, In fifty years of marriage, I’ve only seen 

  your father cry twice. The first time was when we lost mary Ann”– my sister, who was 

  stillborn. “The second time was the day Shaun died.”

  7. Saint Shaun of my childhood. He was a perfect dog. At least that’s how I will always 

  remember him. It was Shaun who set the standard by which I would judge all other 

  dogs to come.

1.1 Complete the following statements :  6

  (a) The dog farm was run by ............................. .

  (b) The author did not want an old dog because  ............................. .

  (c) He fell in love with the dog the moment the latter  ............................. .

  (d) Shaun became so obedient that he  ............................. until the author allowed him.

  (e) After visiting them their relatives wanted  ............................. .

  (f) When Shaun died even  ............................. .
Ans.  
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1.2 Find words from the passage which mean the same as the following : 2

 (a) Urgent request (para 1)

 (b) Falling (para 3)
Ans.   

   

2 Read the following passage :  7

        It’s Beginning to Bite

   In these trying times, when buying ordinary foodstuff can burn a hole in your  

pockets, comes the news that news that can actually help us save some hard cash when we 

go out to shop the next time. According to a Stanford University study, the first of its kind 

in the world, there is no evidence to suggest that there are more nutritional benefits from  

expensive organic food than those grown by conventional methods. The researchers add 

that there is no difference in protein and fat content between  organic and conventional milk 

and the vitamin count is similar in both types. The only benefit is that organic foods are not 

contaminated with pesticides but then before you chew on that plate of organic okra with 

roti made from organic wheat, they are not 100% pesticide free either, In India, organic food 

has been growing at 20-22% and the export market is valued at ` 1,000 crore. Obviously, the 

study is not good news for that sector and for people who are big on organic food.

   In India, eating organic food is more of a style statement than due to health worries  

because the stuff is expensive. But people who can, do indulge in not only organic vegetables 

but even organic eggs laid by ‘happy hens’. who are allowed to roam around freely where-

as ‘unhappy hens’ are kept in coops. Then there are companies that have installed music  

channels in their cowsheds and the milk from those sheds are sold at a marked up price since 

it has more nutritional value because the animals are happy thanks to lilting 24×7 music. 

We don’t know yet any farmer using music to improve his crop quality, but then you never 

know : plants are known to respond to music.

   Why such pickiness about food ? These days, the huge number of TV shows and  

articles that we see and read on food provide bread and butter for the specialist. But instead 
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of decoding food, its sources and what has gone into growing it, isn’t it much better to enjoy 

what’s on the plate ?   (Adapted from The Hindustan Times)

2.1 Complete the statements given below by choosing the correct options from those that  

follow :

 (a) According to a Stanford University study, organic food in relation to conventional 

   food is ........................... .

   (i) less nutritious

   (ii) more nutritious

   (iii) very conventional

   (iv) as nutritious

 (b) The study will not be welcomed by ........................ .

   (i) farmers of conbentional food 

   (ii) makers of pesticides

   (iii) all sectors

   (iv) exporters of organic food 

 (c) We can save hard cash by ........................ .

   (i) buying organic food

   (ii) not buying organic food

   (iii) going to the shop

   (iv) not buying food with pesticices

 (d) Music channels are installed in the cowshed because the ........................ .

   (i) cows then give more milk

   (ii) milk is sold at a higher price 

   (iii) milk becomes more pure

   (iv) workers become happy

 (e) In the second paragraph, the author’s attitude to the people who eat food sourced 

  from ‘happy’

   animals is that he ........................ .

   (i) is happy with them

   (ii) is unhappy with them

   (iii) is laughing at them

   (iv) wants crops to be grown similarly
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 (f) One benefit of organic food is that ........................ .

   (i) it is fashionable to eat

   (ii) only rich people can afford it

   (iii) it is less contaminated with pesticides

   (iv) even poor people can afford it

 (g) The word ‘contaminated’ means  ........................ .

   (i) adulterated

   (ii) for adults

   (iii) containing 

   (iv) not healthy

Ans. 
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SECTION B – WRITING   

3. You are Geet / Geeta, Head Boy / Head Girl, Vanskriti School, Shimla. Your school is going 

to organise a trip to Leh-Ladakh during the summer vacation. Write a notice in 50–60 words 

for the school notice board giving the details of the trip. Imagine all the details. 3
Ans.    

 

4. You are Sumit, a student of class X. Your father has been transferred to another city result-

ing in a change of school for you. You have been attending your new school for you. You 

have been attending your new school for a week now. Write a diary entry in 50–60 words 

on your thoughts and feelings about your old school and new school. 3

Ans.
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